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INTERSECTIONAL STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
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ZOOMKEEPING
● Take a moment to edit your name and pronouns on Zoom to reflect how you would like 

to be addressed.
● Please remain “muted” unless you are speaking. 
● We invite you to keep/turn your camera on; it’s a great way to “show up for yourself” 

and foster connection, but feel free to turn your camera off at any point as you’d like.
● If you have something to say, feel free to “raise your hand” on Zoom or type the word 

“Stack” in the chat.

● Read one another charitably. Listen well.
● Participate. Give as much of yourself as you are capable of.
● Right to pass.
● Commitment to respect and diversity.
● Suspend judgment. Avoid assumptions.
● Speak from your own experience. Use "I" statements.

GROUP AGREEMENT



LAND AND LIFE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

bit.ly/SupportNOON



In this  workshop, we encourage you to think personally and strategically about how youth programming 
can not only meet students in areas of strength and interest, but can also welcome them as equal partners in 
community justice work.

We will discuss:
● The social determinants of health and Audre Lorde's Speech “Learning from the 60’s” given in 1982 

where she claims that "there is no single issue."
● Strategies to meaningfully engage a diverse group of students 
● Broadening the horizon of possibility for student programming in diverse and dynamic directions
● What "intersectional justice" might mean in your own community

We will do all of these things by sharing the experience and results from our 2021 Youth Summer Program, 

which was a collaboration between Planned Parenthood, the New York Civil Liberties Union, and the Urban 

Jobs Task Force in a campaign for environmental, economic, and racial justice on the I-81 rebuild in 

Syracuse. 

WHY WE’RE HERE



CONTENT WARNING
Systemic Racism, Economic and Environmental Injustice

Anti-Semitic, Anti-Poor, Anti-Gay, Anti-Black, 
Anti-”Femme” Violence and Harassment

 and please offer content warnings for personal 
comments



“No Single Issue”

Audre Lorde and the Social 
Determinants of Health

History of I-81
Racial, economic, and 
environmental injustice in 
Syracuse.

Summer Program

Our strategies and their 
results

Strengthening
What would we change; 
space for 
feedback/discussion
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What intersectionality meant 
to us; motivation behind this 
project

Q&A
Unanswered questions you 
may have and/or open 
questions to ponder
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NO SINGLE 
ISSUE
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February, 1982, Audre Lorde delivered the 
address, “Learning from the 60s” as part of the 
celebration of the Malcolm X weekend at Harvard 
University



“Unity implies the coming together of elements which are, to begin with, varied and diverse in their 

particular natures. Our persistence in examining the tensions within diversity encourages growth toward 

our common goal.  So often we either ignore the past or romanticize it, render the reason for unity useless 

or mythic.  We forget that the necessary ingredient needed to make the past work for the future is our 

energy in the present, metabolizing one into the other.  Continuity does not happen automatically, nor is it a 

passive process.” 

“There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-issue lives. Malcolm knew 

this. Martin Luther King, Jr. knew this. Our struggles are particular, but we are not alone.  We are not 

perfect, but we are stronger and wiser than the sum of our errors. Black people have been here before us 

and survived.  We can read their lives like signposts on the road and find, as Bernice Reagon says so 

poignantly, that each one of us is here because somebody before us did something to make it possible.  To 

learn from their mistakes is not to lessen our debt to them, nor to the hard work of becoming ourselves, and 

effective.” 

“LEARNING FROM THE 60’s”



“We know what it is to be lied to, and we know how important it is not to lie to ourselves.  We are powerful 

because we have survived, and that is what it is all about – survival and growth.” 

“Within each one of us there is some piece of humanness that knows we are not being served by the 

machine which orchestrates crisis after crisis and is grinding all our futures into dust. If we are to keep the 

enormity of the forces aligned against us from establishing a false hierarchy of oppression, we must school 

ourselves to recognize that any attack against Blacks, any attack against women, is an attack against all of us 

who recognize that our interests are not being served by the systems we support. Each one of us here is a 

link in the connection between anti-poor legislation, gay shootings, the burning of synagogues, street 

harassment, attacks against women, and resurgent violence against Black people. I ask myself as well as 

each one of you, exactly what alteration in the particular fabric of my everyday life does this connection call 

for? Survival is not a theory. In what way do I contribute to the subjugation of any part of those who I define 

as my people?  Insight must illuminate the particulars of our lives:  who labors to make the read we waste, or 

the energy it takes to make nuclear poisons which will not biodegrade for one thousand years; or who goes 

blind assembling the microtransistors in our inexpensive calculators?” 

“LEARNING FROM THE 60’s”



“Can anyone of us here still afford to believe that efforts to reclaim the future can be private or individual? 

Can anyone here still afford to believe that the pursuit of liberation can be the sole and particular province 

of anyone particular race, or sex, or age, or religion, or sexuality, or class?

Revolution is not a one-time event. It is becoming always vigilant for the smallest opportunity to make a 

genuine change in established, outgrown responses; for instance, it is learning to address each other’s 

difference with respect.” 

“Militancy no longer means guns at high noon, if it ever did. It means actively working for change, sometimes 

in the absence of any surety that change is coming. It means doing the unromantic and tedious work 

necessary to forge meaningful coalitions, and it means recognizing which coalitions are possible and which 

coalitions are not.  It means knowing that coalition, like unity, means the coming together of whole, 

self-actualized human beings, focused and believing, not fragmented automatons marching to a prescribed 

step.  It means fighting despair.” 

“LEARNING FROM THE 60’s”



“You do not have to be me in order for us to fight alongside each other.  I do not have to be you to recognize 

that our wars are the same.  What we must do is commit ourselves to some future that can include each 

other and to work toward that future with the particular strengths of our individual identities. And in order 

to do this, we must allow each other our differences at the same time as we recognize our sameness.”

“How are you practicing what you preach – whatever you preach, and who exactly is listening? As Malcolm 

stressed, we are not responsible for our oppression, but we must be responsible for our own liberation. It is 

not going to be easy, but we have what we have learned and what we have been given that is useful.  We 

have the power those who came before us have given us, to move beyond the place where they were 

standing.  We have the trees, and water, and sun, and our children.  Malcolm X does not live in the dry texts 

of his words as we read them; he lives in the energy we generate and use to move along the visions we share 

with him.  We are making the future as well as bonding to survive the enormous pressures of the present, 

and that is what it means to be a part of history.” 

“LEARNING FROM THE 60’s”



WHAT DOES THIS 
SPARK FOR YOU?

We invite you to share any general thoughts/ideas which stand out!

And begin considering:
Why do you do the work you do?

What is your buy-in? How are you or people you love affected by injustices 
which include/transcend the exact scope of your work?



SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

the conditions in the environments where people are born, live, 
learn, play, work, worship, and age that affect a wide range of 
health, functioning, and quality-of-life outcomes and risks

✦ Economic Stability
✦ Education Access and Quality
✦ Health Care Access and Quality
✦ Neighborhood and Built Environment
✦  Social and Community Context

An improvement in any of these area, then, constitutes an 
improvement in one’s positive health outcomes. Further, we cannot 
calim to have “health equity” without securing equity in all of these 
areas as well.



THE HISTORY 
OF I-81
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Lecture given by Deka Dancil, President of the 
Urban Jobs Task Force at the LeMoyne College 
Social Justice Lecture Series



INSERT DEKA 
DANCIL VIDEO - 

12 min.



RACIAL JUSTICE 
MEANS GIVE US 
LAND

A land trust giving the 
community legal authority 
over future development so it 
can be protected from 
gentrification

ECONOMIC 
JUSTICE MEANS 
GIVE US JOBS

White people account for 
only 49% of Syracuse’s 
population but 87% of its 
construction workforce.

Move the proposed ramp at 
STEAM at Dr. King 
(Elementary School) at least 
500 feet away from the 
school.

THE DEMANDS FOR THE NYSDOT 
DEIS (DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT) HEARING

ENVIRONMENTAL 
JUSTICE MEANS 
GIVE US CLEAN 
AIR

NYCLU conducted community meeting weekly for several years to hear the concerns of the 
community, but they broadly fell into three main categories.



HOW IS THIS TRUE IN 
YOUR OWN CITY?

Racially targeted histories and policies like these, or these exactly, exist in 
almost every city across the state and nation. Do you know how they 
played/play out in your own? How does systemic racism show up locally?

What other injustices are you aware of in your community that are indeed 
recognizable as matters of public health when we consider that “there is no 
single issue” and when taking seriously the social determinants of health?



PROGRAM 
RATIONALE
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This program welcomed students into the history of their own city, and none of the students were 
familiar with these policies before beginning the program; it’s not as if these things are often taught 
in school, so this was both compelling and troubling for them. We held a lot of space, and had many 
honest conversations, about the emotional toll of this work and our evolving personal reactions. 



Invited students into an “open question:”

in what ways does economic justice= reproductive justice? 

To clarify the terms of the question, we had students find the mission statement for each organization and 

compare them, then consider what the overlap, or “Venn Diagram” might be.

Students produced many insightful answers including:  UJTF’s commitment to “economic opportunity” and 

Planned Parenthood’s value of care “no matter your income,” which led to the recognition of heavily 

overlapping populations of each organization, a correlation between unplanned or unintended pregnancy 

and poverty, disparate health outcomes for both parents and children at different class brackets, the 

entanglement/parallels of anti-Black reproductive legislation/practices, that the work of UJTF illuminates 

many of the barriers to care that PP seeks to overcome, and the intersectionality of agency in one’s life, that 

autonomy and access in one area has a direct impact on every other.

PROGRAM RATIONALE



We also went beyond a “group agreement” for our program and invited students to brainstorm collective 

values and “enemies” to our shared work, speaking honestly about what drew them to this 

program/internship, and why they cared about public health or Planned Parenthood.

The first value named and agreed to by all was that “community value = individual value”: that we can only 

be as healthy/well as our communities and environments, thus, investment in one’s community corresponds 

to an investment in oneself and vice versa. That the social determinants of health challenge us to think as 

much about health as a collective project, rather than an individual one.

Students also named an interest/value in building rapport with the community; those studying health 

related fields also named their enthusiasm in engaging in lateral thinking about intersectional justice.  We 

gave all the students the option to change/leave the program and none of them did.

PROGRAM RATIONALE



ALL THE AFOREMENTIONED THINGS ARE TRUE, BUT ALSO: I really cared about this organization and 

it’s work for my city. On a personal level, I wanted to get involved on this project in any way I could. And I 

knew that if the support I could offer was restricted to only the time and energy that I could individually find 

outside of this program, my contribution would not be very big. But I also suspected that if I cared about this 

work, then most likely young adults in my community, and who were interested in the work of PP would as 

well. I began to think very little about “how to build a program, and instead began dreaming about what we 

could accomplish by  collaborating together. I  sought to let go of understanding my role as an educator 

working above students to relay knowledge, and think instead of how to facilitate successful community 

organizing as a member of a team. And by selecting an area of community injustice that I could not claim to 

have easy answers/perfect knowledge of, this program required me, and our whole staff, to listen more 

deeply to students, to see them as whole people, to reconsider for ourselves what was “permissible” or 

“possible.” By allowing the students to help “build their own program” so to speak, there was an uncontrived 

element of trust and flexibility shared between everyone involved, and programming preparation focused 

mostly on laying a clear foundation of education and relational trust, rather than “filling the time” or 

scheduling a detailed itinerary for every day.

PROGRAM RATIONALE



Rather than asking, “what can we do with these students?” the question became, in the best of ways, “what 

can’t we do with these students?” which organically dovetailed with “what is the best use of student’s time 

and skills?” and “how do we want to spend our time as facilitators/staff?” I think there is real value in taking 

strategic steps to undo any separation of goals between “students” and “facilitators/staff” wherever 

possible; we can be on the same team working towards the same vision, with everyone contributing at the 

cutting edge of their strengths. We do this not by demanding that students come to see things our way or 

adopt the goals/projects we choose, but by modeling transparency and passion, by inviting students into 

projects that we ourselves are earnestly invested in, and encouraging them to connect it to their own 

passions and values, on their own terms. This doesn’t require all power differentials be deconstructed, that 

necessary elements of authority are abandoned, or that greater liabilities are assumed; all it requires is 

understanding that these power structures are healthiest and lightest when they are in service of a shared 

goal, when each party has their own, uncoerced reason to show up with “the best of themselves.”

PROGRAM RATIONALE



WHAT ARE THE 
“INTERSECTIONS” 

IN YOUR LIFE?
What is the most compelling meeting, training, initiative, etc. you have 
heard about in the last six months?

If you were to make/imagine a “venn diagram” with that spark of passion in 
one circle and your “work with students” in another, what might be in the 
middle? How does your passion for one affect/shape the other?

Remember: there is no single issue. 



THE SUMMER 
PROGRAM
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After familiarizing ourselves and the students with these histories, we sought to educate the 
community and get them involved. This was a very timely endeavor as the NYSDOT was 
considering what the future of the I-81 viaduct would be via DEIS hearings, the dates of which 
were announced during our program for right after our program ended. 

All students had 
graduated high 
school and/or 
started college



MONDAY
● Welcome and Tour
● Security Protocols and COVID Policies and Paperwork
● Deka Introduction
● Collages and Continued Conversation 

TUESDAY
● Shared Collages and Stories
● Conversation About Diversity
● Intersection Between PP and UJTF Mission, Vision and Values

WEDNESDAY
● Taught SMART Goals
● Establish Collective Values and “Enemies” to the Work

● Provided References and Resources:

○ “What can I be working on?” Document

○ Idea and request forms

● Capstone Brainstorming 

ONBOARDING - the most preparation

THURSDAY
● Community cleanup and field trip

FRIDAY
● Google Drive training
● Working Remotely “Best Practices”

● Deciding on the scope of our capstone 

project



COHORT

 Groups which students self selected to reflect their strengths and interests 

1. Research and Investigation (R&I)

2. Content Creation and Communication (CC&C)

3. Implementation and Activation (I&A)

All students ended up participating in R&I. This was a consensus decision because all students were open to 

it, and we as staff felt it was beneficial for everyone to know as much information about our common work 

as possible

Following the first two weeks, students divided between CC&C (which was responsible for making flyers, 

posters, Instagram posts, buttons, etc) and I&A (which engaged in direct action, like “human billboarding,” 

neighborhood canvassing, talking to businesses and community orgs, getting petition signatures, etc). 

MICROTEAM

Small teams assigned in the second week with one member from each cohort. This allowed students from 
different cohorts to have at least one teammate they felt more comfortable/familiar with early in the 
program. 

“COHORTS” and “MICROTEAMS”



In the second week, each microteam was tasked with:
1. designing a flyer/pamphlet with the “fast facts” of UJTF/NYCLU’s I-81 campaign and
2. figure out how to get 10 signatures throughout the week as a team

All microteams achieved their goals!

 

SECOND WEEK: Microteams



Began everyday with breakfast (optional), a journaling prompt + discussion, and highs and lows 

MONDAY
● Set SMART Goals for the week

TUESDAY
● “Active learning” and guest speakers (from NYCLU and UJTF)

WEDNESDAY
● Remote days

THURSDAY
● Community cleanup and field trip

FRIDAY
● remote days with end of the week check-in/debrief 

Every other Friday we had a “quality check” with Deka Dancil, (president of UJTF) to go over what we had 

accomplished, ask questions, get updates, etc. These turned into some students regularly participating in 

subcommittee meetings with UJTF throughout the program.

Otherwise the structure of the program was totally open; daily and weekly schedules were set by the 

students in conjunction with us as staff members. Everything outside of morning check-ins, weekly goal 

setting, guest speakers, active learning, and community cleanups was spent working towards weekly goals 

as a subset of the overarching capstone goal. 

FOLLOWING WEEKS SCHEDULE



Each cohort set their own weekly goals, and which were a composite of individual goals. 
We spent time in orientation week and throughout the program really emphasizing that 
nothing in this program (except for some of the “active learning” activities) was 
competitive; we were all on the same team. What was easy for some students, say 
getting a lot of signatures through their social networks, was a lot harder for others. So 
we really emphasized students working to their strengths and setting their own goals. 
Some students were juggling classes on top of the program while others were in the 
program for course credit, and these factors, along with class disparities, mastery of 
different languages, and many other factors, both visible and invisible, changed the 
amount each student was able to contribute, both overall and week by week. In this 
program, holding space for diversity really meant encouraging each student to think 
honestly about what they could take on, both challenging themselves, but also being 
honest about their limitations. “Failure” to meet one’s “goal” was never treated an issue, 
just a point of consideration for the following week. 

DIVERSITY



We talked a lot as a team of staff, and with our students, about the difference between 
equity and equality, how it didn’t/doesn’t necessarily make sense to have a 
“standardized” program or expectations, because the lives and needs of students are 
varied beyond what a facilitator can predict. But we never had to worry about students 
“coasting,” “phoning it in,” or “setting goals too low.” If anything, students were more 
frequently criticizing themselves for not taking on more, or for having to devote time to 
other responsibilities, because their buy in for the program goals were organically high. 
We didn’t have to incentivize or coerce students to really participate; they understood 
the stakes because we spent an abundance of time getting acclimated to the work, 
connecting it to our own values and our community’s needs, and because we had a very 
solid foundation of commitment to our goals, both as facilitators and participants. 

EQUITY



● Created 125 IG posts, and 25 Facebook Posts.
● Gained 20 something followers for the UJTF IG (started around 100)
● Made 1200 stickers and 75 buttons, distributed almost all of both.
● Distributed well over 1000 flyers.
● Got over 200 petition signatures 
● Signed 160 people up for text alerts for the DEIS hearing

IMPACT REPORT

● UJTF and NYCLU supporters were the only 

organized/cohesive presence to show at the in-person 

DEIS hearing, over half of public comments made were 

in favor of our requests

● As of the current plan, the on/off ramp will be moved 

away from the elementary school.



INSERT STUDENT 
EXIT INTERVIEW 

VIDEO- 
10 min. (if time 

allows)



WHAT OBSERVATIONS OR 
CONNECTIONS DO YOU 

HAVE?
Is there any feedback you wish to provide about our program model. 
Something similar you have tried which worked, or didn’t work. Ways this 
program seems to overlap with things you’re already working on or things 
you might now want to try, ideas you may want to borrow.

If you want any of the “takeaway” resources, like “working remotely best 
practices” or “what can I be working on?” etc. please email me at 
joss.willsbrough@ppcwny.org - They won’t  be a perfect fit for you, but you 
can use them as a jumping off point.

mailto:joss.willsbrough@ppcwny.org


STRENGTHENING
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What we intend to do differently this year.



● More emphasis on “trauma informed programming” This program risked/may have 

lightly compounded trauma for certain participants- this was never named to us and I 

don’t believe we were ever re-inscribing trauma, especially because we communicated 

heavily with students and encouraged them to set their own goals, but the line between 

“you can help your community” and “it is your duty/obligation to help your community” 

became perhaps a bit blurry at times

● Imbalance of investment in community over investment in self, at least with time 

allocated. If community value=individual value, then why did we spend like 85 percent 

of the program hitting the streets?

● A bit ambitious- had to let go of more ideas than we followed through on. I don’t 

necessarily think this was bad, we all learned a lot, but it could be dispiriting for some

● Communications of needs with UJTF/NYCLU was sometimes a struggle. This was a real 

time campaign, so things changed quickly and sometimes “closing the circle” on 

communication was difficult, we wouldn’t get answers to emails/questions for a couple 

days and would have to just do our best and make our own choices.

THINGS  TO AMEND/CONSIDER



● A program like this has exceptionally high “building the bike as you ride it” energy. 
It requires real trust in yourself and in your team of staff/facilitators.

● Things we may change:
○ A little less ambitious of a capstone this year
○ Working with community partners we have a bit more consistent 

relationship with already and know we can get ahold of
○ Including a mental health/self-investment focus; balancing the time students 

investing in themselves and time spent in the community, and holding to this. 
Mindfulness practices, even more rest, self-management strategies, etc.

THINGS  TO AMEND/CONSIDER



If we are going to ask students to show up, for themselves and as their whole selves, we must first do the 

same ourselves. We must consider what got us into this work in the first place, what sustains us, and what 

interests, strengths, or desires for change we have which may not, at first pass, obviously fit into what we 

imagine our roles to be, but which become more coherently involved as we live out the truths that “we do 

not live single issue lives,” that our health is socially determined, that we can only be as healthy as the 

communities which we are a part of. Admittedly, some grants and job descriptions may be narrower than 

others, and I am not suggesting that this program or even this model is one size fits all; in fact, I am almost 

advocating the opposite. What I am suggesting is that over-focus on what we are trying to “avoid” (“reduce 

the risk” education, violence prevention, etc) does not offer a fully dynamic vision for students, or 

facilitators, to get excited about or become invested in. Students don’t want to be “kept off the streets and 

out of trouble,” they want to be invited into real ways they can shape their community for the better, just as 

we do. All this requires is that you earnestly believe that students are truly capable of more than they even 

understand themselves to be, and help them see that. And I believe that you all know this, or you wouldn’t 

be doing the work your do. It is simply about finding ways to recommit to why we’re here.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS



“If our history has taught us anything, it is that action for change directed only against 
the external conditions of our oppressions is not enough.  In order to be whole, we must 
recognize the despair oppression plants within each of us – that thin persistent voice 
that says our efforts are useless, it will never change, so why bother, accept it.  And we 
must fight that inserted piece of self-destruction that lives and flourishes like a poison 
inside of us, unexamined until it makes us turn upon ourselves in each other.  But we can 
put our finger down upon that loathing buried deep within each one of us and see who it 
encourages us to despise, and we can lessen its potency by the knowledge of our real 
connectedness, arcing across our differences.” 

-Audre Lorde

“LEARNING FROM THE 60’s”



Question and 
Answer
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Unanswered questions you may have and/or open questions to ponder.



● How might this need to be adapted for younger students? 

● How can these principles be adapted for students who require more structure and less 

independence?

● What other topics/concerns do you have in your community that you don’t usually get to 

address in your position, but which might be earnestly engaged by an intersectional approach 

to community health?

● What is your philosophy of help? (That is, how do you understand your relationship to the 

communities you serve)

● How does this relate to programming you are already doing? 

QUESTIONS TO RESPOND TO OR 
THINK ABOUT
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